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REVIEW ESSAY

RELIGION AND CULTURE IN ISRAEL

Eliezer Schweid, an associate
professor of Jewish Philosophy at

the Hebrew University, is noted for
his attempts to analyze the classical
Jewish texts from within, stressing
their internal Jewish significance

and relevance as well as their" liter-
ary structure. He has also written
a good deal of criticism on modern
Hebrew literature.

Israel at the Crossroads * , how-
ever, is devoted to the contempo-

rary problems of IsraeL. Professor
Schweid is concerned with three
important themes: the founding of

a Jewish culture; the status of mitz-
vot; the spiritual impact of the Six-
Day War.

spirituaL. Between these two con-
cepts lies the aesthetic-technical

use: certain, generally esteemed,

kinds of endeavor, such as art and
philosophy are given the inclusive
label "culture."

The dilemma faced by Professor
Schweid's two ideologues of Ju-
daism-the nationalist and the re-
ligonist-stems from an unwilling.
ness to grant the non-moralistic en-

ergies of cultural activity suffcient
lebensraum. The realm of culture
is, in Schweid's opinion-and this
is the core of his discussion-indis-
pensable to both ideologies. Relig-
ion demands concern for national
unity. The religionist cannot es-
chew dialogue, waiting on the other
side of the abyss for the nationalist
to make the leap of faith. The na-

Culture and/or Anarchy: . tionalist, on the other hand, can-
The word "culture" is used to not relate himself to a history with

describe one of three types of phe- an ineradicably religious orienta-

nomen a : 1 Honorifically, culture is tion. Culture, according to Profes-
a term of moral approbation, a sor Schweid, supplies the sects with
"cultured" individual is one who a kind of demiltarized zone.
has acquired sophistication, admir- Is this true? Is a genuine cultural
able habits or attitudes. Anthropol. dialogue possible as well as neces-
ogically, culture is a way of life in sary? First let's analyze the barriers

a society - material, intellectual, involved.

* Israel at the Crossroads, by ELIEZER SCHWEID. (Translated from Hebrew by
Alton M. Winters, Jewish Publication Societr, 1973).

I
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Insofar as nationalist feeling is
neither self-sustaining nor self-justi-
fying (assumptions Schweid con-
sistently makes), it must refer to
somebody of culture. The peculiar-
ity of the nationalist approach is

that it must distort the culture by

which it is nourished:

We may ask what remains of a
culture whose whole special nature
has been given the lie, once re-
ligion has been removed from it
(32).

This is, offhand, tough luck for the
religionist, who must communicate
with the secularist through the me-
dium of culture while the very ex-
istence of a "neutral" Jewish cul-

ture implies a rejection of norma-
tive, religious Judaism.

And to the nationalist, this situa-
tion is far more threatening. This is
because culture must be respon-
sible, by which I mean, literally,
"capable of response." A lively cul-
ture is one that can react to the

moral system, expressing and cre-
ating the interaction and interplay

. between the tablets of imperative
value and the human being, molded
by the norms, who in turn modifies
them .A totalitarian situation oc-
curs when an ideology, unable to
support itself, plagued by insecur-
ity, must monitor and control the
host culture. The consequences are
more serious than a mere inteIlectu-
al dishonesty, or even a dearth of
creativity and brittleness of social

bonds. What happens is that much
of the sweep and scope of human
existenc.~ fails to penr:tnitf' th~ off-
cial, artificial, culture-ideology. Pro-
fessor Schweid himself points out
one such problem:

Zionism . . . demanded self-sacri-
fice for the creation of a vast
work . . . But it did not impart
meaning to a person's life while
it was being lived. Such meaning,
which can be attained solely with-
in the daily contact between one
person and another and between
a person and himself, could not be
derived from Zionism (118-9).

The same situation exists within
a religious framework as well. Any
action, thought, or attitude we

adopt is what God demands of us.
Every facet of life, therefore, is
subsumed under religious obliga.
tion. Moreover, we believe that, in
the Torah and the Mitzvah, God
has vouchsafed us a set of abso-

lutely normative regulations. Rev-

elation is everything; human culture
is nothing.

But this is very misleading. No
finite system of law, even one of
Divine origin, can explicitly extend
to every possible case, if only be-
cause of the need to interpret and
apply the law. Moreover, there are
moral values, and experiential
depths that cannot be fathomed
with rule-book in hand: these de-

mand a yearning and a love that
cannot but venture out into un-

charted waters "and prohibit sharp-
ly the rehearsed response." Train-

ing in Torah may provide guidance
in these areas and will hopefuIly

serve as an influence in limiting
one's autonomous activity. Thus,
side by side with his stance of obe-

dience, unqualified and absolute. to
the norms of Halakhah, the relig-
ious individual carries within him-
self a "secular" kind of cultural cre-
ativity. "I am obliged," writes T. S.
Eliot, "to maintain two contradic-
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tory propositions: that religion and

culture are aspects of one unity,
and that they are two different and
contrasted things."2 The reason for
this dichotomy (at least in the Jew-
ish context) is not, as Eliot main-

tains, primarily the complexity and
self-consciousness of the doctrinal

baggage of "higher religions," but
rather the tension between the hol-

istic ideal of religion, on the one
hand, and the exigencies and val~

ues of the human creative response,
on the other hand.

The religionist described by Pro-
fessor Schweid, however, does not
(at least not consciously) differen-
tiate between religion and culture.
The resulting damage to the relig-
ious perspective is obvious; an

obliteration of the power to discrim-
inate between what is required and
desirable, on the one hand, and that

. which is merely habitual and iner-
tial, on the other hand. Instead of
submitting his own humanity to the
judgment of the Torah, the religious
totalitarian equates the Divine Im-
perative and the life-style of his
particular sub-culture. Ultimately,

there is danger of distortion and

bad faith in one's analysis of God's

Law itself.
Professor Schweid is not primar-

ily interested in exposing these in-
ner contradictions in his religion-
. ists system. Even if these explosive
consequences can be controlled or
escaped, there are other aspects of

the religious totalitarian's rejection
of culture that interest Schweid.

Firstly, by narrowing his definition
of Judaism. the religious purist de-
nies himself access to those fea-
tures of Jewish creativity, the
meaning of which cannot be ex-
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hausted within the bounds of legal-
ism (to say nothing of a loss of
general, non-Jewish, culture, which
Schweid does not discuss). Second-
ly, a passive traditionalism is either
unable or indisposed to tackle areas
of human endeavor that have not
been pre-digested and pre-sanctified
by precedent and tradition. It fol-
lows from the second point that
Orthodox Society, so long as its
traditionalism is of the merely de-
fensive variety, must either shrug

its shoulders at novel secular ac-

tivity or consign secular activity
to a class of "Shabbos-goyim."

At the same time, one must place
a good deal of the responsibility
for the ghetto mentality of the ¡rum
community squarely on the shoul-
ders of the "secularists." There is

one way to make a valid human
ideal appear blasphemous: by tak-
ing it too seriously, by making un-
realistic demands of it. The spokes-
men of secularism are, unfortunate-
ly, quite good at this. All too often,
it is taken as a matter of course that
it is the limitations and directives

of Halakhah that need justification
before the tribunals of the modern
world, rather than vice versa. With-
out recognition of an ultimate re-
ligious absolute, the secularist nev-

ertheless is not immune to a crav-
ing and yearning for self-transcend.
ent meaning. He attempts to use his
cultural activities as a substitute for
religion, and succeeds in making
culture appear ludicrous and pover-

ty-stricken.
It is these problems that erect

the barrier between the custodians

of the tradition and the potentially-

receptive "secularist." The secular-

ist is particularly eager to meet the
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tradition on the grounds of culture
that they are able to hold in com-
mon; and to learn whether the tra.
dition can give transcendent mean-

ing to some of the activities of
modern civilzation. The concept of
"culture" is well-established within

both the religious and the nation-

alistic weltanschauungen. The ques-
tion that Professor Schweid ne-

glects to raise, but which nonethe-
less demands an answer, is whether
the types of culture produced by

each ideological camp, can indeed
serve as the basis for mutually fruc-
tifying dialogue.

Some polarities need to be adum-
brated.
Conscious: Unconscious:

Under normal circumstances, ev-
en where a high level of conscious
cultural activity is pursued, the bulk
of a culture, like that of an iceberg,

is unarticulated, unconscious. The
social bonds formed by popular
art, a common cuisine, folklore,
etc., are more the creatures of habit
than of deliberate design. And onc
would expect the social cohesion of
the Jewish people to be maintained
through this type of culture. Pro-
fessor Schweid disagrees. To begin
with, the high prIce of Jewish ex-

istence both in the Diaspora and in
Israel, can only be acceptable to the
Jew if he sees in his lifestyle not
continuity alone, but also genuine

meaningfulness:

. . . it is impossible that there
should not stir within him, sooner
or later, the question of his inner
willngness to be reconciled with
that fate or to find meaning in it.
Does separate Jewish existence of-
fer something that can make sense
of the cruel test to which it sub-
mits us? (18).

More important is Schweid's be-
lief that the collective unconscious

has already been eroded to the
point where it can no longer yield
continuity. As he argues in an essay
on Ahad Ha'am, reliance on the
continuity of traditional patterns
(this is Schweid's exegesis of the
curious biological will to survive)

plays a role in Jewish ideology only
among thinkers who were exposed
to normative, religious Judaism.

Ahad Ha'am opposed conscious re-
form of Judaism because the act of
conscious choice snapped the living
flow of the Jewish lifestyle. He pre-
ferred development, which is un-

conscious. He was himself uncon-
scious of the fact that his very ges-

ture in pointing out this distinction,
made it impossible for the tradition
to develop unconsciously; for we

were now conscious of the develop-
ment. Moreover, since the develop-
ment is unconscious, it cannot be
a source of norms, but only of
culture:

Unconscious absorption and un-
thinking change are typical of an
attachment to a culture from which
a person takes according to his
inclinations and capabilities, with-
out bothering to give himself an
account of how and why he has
taken or altered or neglected it

(81) .

This adds up to a distortion of the
tradition. Consequently, while the
first generation secularist can stil
maintain this pristine cultural
approach, since he can remember
the original normative setting of the
practice, the modern secularist is in-
capable even of this:

For him, the content of this tradi-
tion is not a matter of personal
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memory. Thus he cannot relate
to it even culturally. As far as he
is concerned, a secondary rela-
tionship is like no relationship at
all (83).

Almost every chapter of this vol-
ume climaxes in Schweid's state.
ment of the necessity to choose.
Hence the "crossroads" in the title.

Social: individual:
One must note both the class of

those participating in the cultural
activity and the range of people af-
fected. My individual culture and
that of my small circle of friends
involves different interests from the
culture I share with the larger so-

ciety. Ash Wednesday or even "Ab.
bey Road" might speak to my own
personal situation and to that of my
group; but, where social culture is
concerned, Yom Zeh M ekhubbad
is far more important.

The situation of the religious Jew
is. in this respect, very different

from that of his non-religious
brother. For the Torah-observant
individual. much of the content of
Jewish culture is already developed

through his religious life. He is con-
sequently free to engage in wide-

ranging, imaginative. cultural pur-

suits. For the non-religious individ-
ual, unsure of his true spiritual cen-
ter of gravity. the acquisition of

even minimal Jewish competence,
without which he cannot confident-
ly take part in the culture of a Jew-

ish society, is a heavy burden in-
deed. (One need only think how
much time and effort the study of
Talmud requires. even when one's
purpose is not growth in learning.
but merely freedom from regres-
sion). As a result, cultural activity
becomes focussed, and exhausted
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(in more than one sense) in the
attempt to keep pace with social
culture. Individual culture, with its
essential concomitant of freedom
(as opposed to obligation) tends to
stagnate.

Another difference concerns the
range and scope of one's project.
Certain activities can be cultivated
with little material help from out-
siders; others demand extensive co-
operation. Scholarly work, for ex-

ample, cannot be done without a
large and adequate library. But
when we move from these to polit-
ical or juridical planning. the agent
must have available to him a re-
ceptive society. Poetry and philos-
ophy flourish in the atmosphere of
community, among the ties of per-
sonal affection; and bring forth
fruit in solitude. The jurist, the
statesman, the humanitarian eco-

nomist. must operate on society as
a whole. Freedom and imagination
unchecked reign supreme in the
human world of the gemeinschajt:
the relevance, however great, of
these activities, for wider circles, is
indirect; it wil rarely be appreci-

ated by very many people. Because

of this, the state of Jewish poetic

or philosophic activity wil not us-
ually affect the state of social cul-

ture (except for a small number of
susceptible individuals) in any
manner qualitatively different from
the general congeries of intellectual
material available to the individual

Jew qua human being. There is
more in the Western intellectual
heritage than can be held in com-
mon by any but the most excep-
tional individuals.

It is for this reason that the area
of societal activity, the develop-
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ment of authentically Jewish insti-
tutional, juridical, and social-ethical

responses to the challenges of con-

temporary life, seems to be the
most likely field for the formation
of a common, creative, heritage,
to be shared by religiously oriented
and non-religiously oriented Jews
alike. It should be noted that "sec-
ular" Jews may, at times, describe
an individual partial to traditional
belief, but whose natural responses
to a cultural context, wil, because

of his background, or lack of such,
be secularly oriented.

Before leaving Professor
Schweid's analysis of the culture
situation, I cannot help but remark
on some of his practical advice to
his non-religious fellows. What un-
reconstructed Gradgrind needs to
be reminded that the Bible ought
to be approached in its own terms,
rather than as a document of an-

cient history, that "Such an ap-
proach. . . demands an open mind

to\\urd ,the religious experience

and religious thought as things
which have meaning, even from the
standpoint of someone who is not
religious, insofar as he thinks pro-
foundly about himself and his sur-
roundings?" (41). I realize, with
dismay, that I have met persons

who could use this counsel; and
with chagrin, that there is much

to be learned on the other side as
well.

II

To Do or Not To Do:
The opinion that the returning

Jew should concentrate on doing
"what is doable," i.e., that he is
entitled to sidestep those mitzvot

that he does not feel "ready" to
"appropriate," is generally associ-

ated with Franz Rosenzweig. It
achieves its most cogent formula-
tion (to the best of my knowledge)
in Chapter 5 of this book: "Partial
Observance of the Torah's Com-
mandments."

Professor Schweid does not beat
around the bush; observance of the

Torah as a religious obligation in-
volves the acknowledgment of its
Divine origin:

I have to state that belief in this
article of faith and in the conclu-
sion that derives from it-that all
the commandments of the Torah,
both written and oraL. are binding
because they are God's command-
ments-is for me a precondition
for a true approach to tradition.
This is so because the denial of
this principle obliterates the very
concept of tradition. So even if a
non-believing person fulfills a part
of tradition's directives, he is no
longer fulfillng them as mitzvot

(87).

What, then, justifies partial ob-
servance? Professor Schweid deals
with this question through an ex-

tension of the concept of anus. Nor.
mally we recognize certain exter-.
nal factors as prèventing us from
fulfilling a mitzvah ( e.g., ilness,
a noisome odor); Schweid turns
our attention to certain inner fac-

tors, an inabilty to perform the

mitzvah with the proper attitude.
Such factors can, I believe, . be
grouped under three broad cate-
gories: meaninglessness of the mitz-
vah; lack of training; and failure
of enacted Halakhah to respond
to a situation.

Professor Schweid does not suf-
ficiently distinguish between the
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first two categories. For example,
I might have a healthy attitude
towards prayer; yet, when I find
myself at the Yemenite Synagogue,
am so confused by the unfamiliar
customs that I am more the spec-
tator than a participant. On the

other hand, one might be quite
adept at imbibing spirits without
this oenological proficiency trans-

lating itself into a more meaning-
ful kiddush. In the first case, it is
unlikely that Professor Schweid

would approve of abstention from
public prayer until one had studied

Yemenite Liturgy: better to per-
form a relatively lukewarm act than
to refrain. In the second case, one
might feel that a drunkard's kid.

dush is so distasteful a rendition
of the mitzvah that he is better off
refraining. I do not, however, know
of any philosophical or theological

sensitivity training that may be ex-
pected to cure him of his improper
atttude; he may, in fact, be an ex-
pert in Mahshevet Yisrael. Now it
should be noted that this last case
is a bit atypical: the meaningless-

ness of a mitzvah to an individual
wil not be so dramatically ren-

dered; rather it wil express itself
in a sense of burdensomeness. Is

the mitzvah Qua burden as undo-
able as the kiddush? I doubt it.

Let me put it this way: Part of
the meaningfulness of mitzvot is

in the potentiality they have for

meaninglessness. If one accepts the

mitzvot out of a sense of duty,
thanksgiving, love, for God, then
one ought to perform them whether
or not one finds them meaningful.

Many a man has made more of
himself in the impoverished desert

of spiritual aridity, with nothing
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but the faith and hope that his
life, unmeaningful and burdensome
to him, would, somehow, be ac-
ceptable unto God, than had he re-
mained in civilzation and spiritual
tranquil i ty.

There is, however, no reason why
Professor Schweid cannot murmur
"Amen" to this last paragraph, and
then go on to demolish my argu-
ment. If it demands great spiritual
energy to perform a mitzvah mean-
ingfully, how much more does it
take to embrace the mitzvah when
it is not presently meaningful!? To
be sure, there is greatness and no-

bility in the via negativa of patient
obedience. But the internal un-
readiness that may prevent an in-
dividual from performing the mitz-
vah meaningfully threatens an even

greater disaster should he demand
of himself the more drastic sacri-
fice.

Far from refuting Professor
Schweid's principle of selectivity,
we recognize how dizzying and
bewildering this heightened, sensi-
tized, logic of obedience really is.
And in doing so, one should notice,
as Schweid does, that this problem-
atic is not limited to the ba' al te-
shuvah. but is also not irrelevant
to the Orthodox Jew with the fullest
background. Lack of training, of
course, is rarely an excuse avail-
able to the traditionally-oriented
Jew as a way to defer his obliga-
tion (though Schweid cites the in-
triguing example of the renewal of
the Sacrificial Cult, where many
Torah.observant Jews would feel
uncomfortable for lack of training,
not because of the ideological bag.
gage of the modern world). Yet
there are occasions when even the
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traditional Jew is challenged by the
problem: how much of the objec-
tive exactitude of performance
ought to be sacrificed for some gain
in the subjective experience: the

problem of Tfillah bizmannah, is,
of course, one of the more cele-
brated situations of this sort. 3

And it is this profundity of Pro.
fessor Schweid's approach that leads
to my basic uneasiness as to its
practicabilty. Few potential ba'alei
teshuvah could muster the disci-
pline, the unerring introspection,

the iron humilty, necessary to
make a success of this type of
project. It is perhaps, an unfortu-
nate but unavoidable fact of life,
that the qualities that enable an

individual to do first-rate theoretical
work, are incompatible with his
being costive. The mediocre wil
feel unrepresented in Professor
Schweids philosophy; and, after
all, God did make so many of 'em.

One must also take exception to
Professor Schweids expectations of
the Halakhah:

To the degree to which tradition
is faithful to its ambition . . . to

avoid placing limitations on any
positive creative force. . . (66).

Now I think it is obvious that
there are quite a few positive crea.

tive forces that are limited by Ha-
lakhah. As a matter of fact, I have
diffculty in thinking of any hu-
mane morality that does not limit
certain positive creative forces.

Professor Schweid may be techni-
cally correct in saying that it is (or
should be) the ambition of Halak.

hah to encourage, ceteris paribus, all
positive creative forces, but I wish
he had formulated with equal force-

fulness the related truth that Ha-
lakhah may not be expected to
yield an automatic hechsher for all
positive creative forces.

III

The State and Coercion:
Professor Schweid's rejection of

religious coercion brings us back to
a recognition of the high standards

of autonomy that he expects, as a
matter of course, to be upheld by
people. A mitzvah, argues Schweid,

referring to the hatza' ah4 to Cres~

cas' Or haShem, implies freedom;
a free act is definitely not a co-

erced act. Therefore

When we obey the law out of fear
rather than free wil--r even if
we do so out of routine-we are
not at all fulfillng a mitzvah in
that way (61).

Therefore there is no religious val-
ue to a coerced act.

There are two diffculties with
this: First of all, it runs counter to
all of Biblical Judaism, with its
stress on Divine and humanly-ad-
ministered punishments. It is not

possible to view human punish-
ments as being basically political
in nature, as any inspection of the

evidence would indicate that Halak-
hah could not serve as the instru-
ment for the enforcement of purely
political ordinances (e.g., the nar-
row interpretation of laws concern.
ing testimony) . r; N or can the
Biblical heritage honestly be studied
without recognition that punish-

ment is viewed as personal Divine
retribution or at least as educative

in nature (and Crescas is as good

an example as any). To claim that
a misfortune befallng someone
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is educative in purpose, is certainly
to submit that human freedom
should be guided by some external,
even unpleasant, kind of influence.

Moreover, I think that even our
common sense approach to the
matter belies the relatively abstract
and highly rigorous standard of au- .
tonomy accepted by Professor
Schweid. In many situations, there
are things one might think one
ought to do, yet would not do, with-
out "help" from the outside: when,

for example, my dear friend dis-
covers himself vigorously ejected
from his cozy bed in order that he
may recite Shma bizmanno, he may
feel sincerely. resentful at the mo.
ment, yet, upon reflection, approve
of my radical action.6 Coercion
would be worthless, perhaps im-
moral, only where deep-seated op.
position existed.7

Is it possible to reformulate Pro-
fessor Schweid's objection to reo

ligious coercion so that it does not
rest upon this, to my mind, mis-
taken view of the human person-

ality? I think so; we must focus
our attention not on the humanity
of the coerced individual, but rath-
er on that of the coercer.

Maharal of Prague,8 raising the
same problem we referred to earli-
er, namely, that the Halakhah tends
to render inoperative the various

court - administered punishments
found in the Torah, developed the

following theory: While the pun-

ishments mentioned in the Torah

are a reflection on the deserts of

the sinner, it is wrong that man
should arrogate unto himself the

right to punish; retribution is
God's. The human administration
of punishment should, indeed, be
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limited to situations in which the
welfare of society requires it. This
argument is echoed by Professor
Schweid, as a secondary considera-
tion:

It would appear that nowhere is
the dividing line between fulfill-
ment and distortion of the mitzvah
narrower than in the actions of
observant Jews. They pass judg-
ment where judgment does not be-
long to man. Their intransigent
wilfulness separates them from
their Creator (62).

The position with which both
Professor Schweid and I might
agree is that the Israeli Government
should encourage religious observ-
ance through subsidization and fa-
ciltation but not through enforce-

ment. For the State of Israel to re-
main aloof and "neutral" towards
any costly activity such as the Rab-
binate or the educational system

would be virtually an act of hostil-
ity (though, of course, the use of

tax money involves an element of
coercion as in the classical case of,
Thoreau, it is generally assumed

that the allocation of government

income is an area in which the
individual wil accept the wil of
the majority; Thoreau himself, his
symbolic defiance duly noted, ac-
quiesced to the payment of his fine
by a friend).

There is one rather disturbing
doctrine propounded by Professor
Schweid:

If the mass of people wish to ob-
serve the commandments, it is
proper to compel such observance
to the extent that anyone refusing
to comply would be disturbing the
general public in carrying out its
desire (105).
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Religious coercion is wrong when
performed for religious reasons, but
is fine and good if these religious
reasons can be masqueraded as the
desire of the general public. Now,
as far as I can tell, to incarcerate

one's homosexual neighbor because
one believes that God wil approve,
is one thing; to do so because 51

percent of the voting population

consider it a capital idea, is quite
another. The wisdom of the former
is questionable; the morality of the
latter seems hideous. Look at it
another way: what would happen
if 51 percent wished to introduce

compulsory attendance at public
services for Baal Peorl?

Professor Schweid's motivation
in advancing this doctrine is under-
standable and I sympathize with
him. It is often hard to tolerate

tiiãCIhe democratic state cannot

lend its power to the realization
and embodiment of our most cher-
ished and compelling ideals. If
Richard Hooker thought it a wicked
idea that "God had ordained kings

for no other end and purpose but

only to fat up men like hogs and

to see that they have their mast,"!!
how much more must the Jew be-
moan the first Jewish State in two
thousand years, reduced to collect-
ing garbage and taxes, and to con-
tributing a fraction of the latter

for the upkeep of the spirit? Yet
so long as we still feel we must
make do with a democratic system
of government, and so long as we

do not know who exactly deter-
mines what is la volonté gén-
érale and what merely la volonté

de tous, we wil be stuck with the
necessity of foregoing part of our
dream to keep it from becoming
someone's (our own?) nightmare.

In short, I hope that Professor

Schweid's advocacy of this position
is not serious; or that I have mis-

understood his point.

iv

28/2/5727: 10/7/5734:
Eliezer Schweid was one of those

people who felt they could feel the
dawning of a new spirit in Israel
after the Six-Day War. Chapter 7,
"A Time of Returning" celebrates
that solemn and happy movement
of the spirit.

Moving between the Zeitgeist and
the Eternal, from the shadow of
death to the flowering of wonderous
redemption, between autobiography
and hopeful prediction, it is a hard
essay to discuss before those who
haven't read it. At this painful and
labile moment of Jewish History,
all I can say is "Read it!"

NOTES

1. CE. Raymond Wiliams' four-fold classification in Culture and Society
(New York, 1958), p. xiv.

2. Notes Toward a Definition of Culture (New York, 1949). pp. 66-7.
3. See Rivka Shatz-Uffenheimer HaHassidut KeMistika (jerusalem, 1968)

for a history of this controversy in the Eighteenth Century.
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4. The translator's "introduction" is. misleading, since Or haShem boasts
both a hakdama/i and a hatza'ah. While I'm complaining: i cannot make sense

of the word "However . . ." in the sentence beginning with that word in the
middle paragraph of page 137. Perhaps "however" was intended to translate
"mi-kol makom."

5. The delineation of civil and "religious" (in the narrow sense) authorities

is dealt with at the beginning of the eleventh of Derashot haRa7l. The logical

and theological problems in the concept of desert, are deserving of separate
treatment at some future date.

6. Professor Schweid confesses (page i 04): "There are, apparently. circum-
stances in which the coercive view seems acceptable. But those are the circum-

stances of childhood." I'm not sure that we are so consistently unchildish as

Schweid would like us to be, even if, like my dear friend (who prefers to re-
main anonymous), we are seriously and lovingly religious. As a matter of fact.
the Midrash-Rabbah on Kohelet 4:13, views the yetser tov as a perpetual child
compared to the rootedness and intensity of the yetser ra' in man.

7. This point is well-developed, and given halakhic ilustration by Rav
Aharon Lichtenstein in his essay "Religion and State: The Case For Interaction"
(in Arguments and Doctrines: cd. Arthur A. Cohen; New York, 1970). Everyone
should, of course, read the essay in its entirety!

I am not, incidentally, alone in sideskiriting the issue of Arevut. One who
does not is Rav Goren in Torat haMoadim (Tel Aviv, 5724), pp. 54-71.

8. Be'er haGolah, Second Be,er.
9. Quoted by Christopher Dawson in The Spirit of the Oxford Movement

(New York, 1934), p. 14.
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